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About This Content

With this skin pack you will be able to change the appearance of Genestealers in both single player and multiplayer games.

The skin pack includes 3 skins:
The Hive Fleet Behemoth Skin

The Rotten Green Skin
The Vomit Brown Skin
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Enjoyable little game. It's a take on the Hotline Miami mechanic, with co-op (I think).

Easy to learn, fun to play. Funny, too.

The Trump\/Putin update is a stroke of genius.

Easily worth the price of a Big Mac \/ \u0411\u0438\u0433 \u041c\u0430\u043a meal.. Holy ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥this Game
is Bad

Even Yooka Laylee is better it's a Masterpiece in comparison. Nobody expects the tropican inquisition!. A slow but sweet story
with plenty of hot guys to go after.. the sinking is amazing! nothing compared to previous ship sims. ill give it 10/10
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Overall I like this game, the only downside being that the difficulty level is slightly too high, and even turning the difficulty
setting to 'easy' makes no difference to this. The early missions aren’t too bad, but the very late ones are incredibly hard – and
never allow you to deploy your full army at once.

Elven Legacy is basically a Fantasy General style game, but with better graphics and with more choices for which upgrades you
want for which unit, with different unit types getting different choices.

For the expansions for Elven Legacy – Siege in particular though – the difficulty level is insane on many missions. When
playing the expansions be prepared to reload a lot and try different ways of doing a mission. I find i have to save the game at the
start of each turn and at the end of each turn (before the computer takes its turn), as there is a lot of luck involved, and reloading
can lead to very different results from an identical situation.

Fantasy Wars, the game that came before Elven Legacy, was also too hard and limited you to to few units that could be
deployed at once, but it wasn't quite as insanely difficult as some of the Elven Legacy expansions.

There are some of the missions in the Siege expansion that i could only complete by using cheats - and that let me manage to
complete them in the "bronze" number of turns rating. Completing almost any mission in it in gold is simply not possible. If the
difficulty had been a bit more sensible on the later missions in the main game, and many of those in the expansions, this would
probably have been a much more popular game.

Still worth trying though, especially at the minimal price it now sells for.
. Cons: Bought this game because I got a coupon for it while making badges.

The character walks very fast.

Sometimes you can't turn. (Seems to only happen while being attacked sometimes, how convenient.)

The obstacles seem randomized in level 5. That would be a neat little thing, but only if they didn't block my path on both doors I
can go through. This made me quit your game.

If you have caps lock on, you cannot use portals.

Pros: The "I'm gonna kill you." spam gave me a chuckle.

Can I have my 0.8 hours back?. Game went on sale and being a fan of the genre I gave it ago.

Overall it's a fun game, for old schoolers being locked into combat will feel a bit weird (and old school tactics feel like cheese
later on when you get range attacks but I digress) once you overcome that, you're left with a straight forward dungeon romp
littered with the standard array of puzzles, loot and baddies.

If you're looking for grand scale adventure you won't find it here, what you will find is a 6-9 hour enjoyable disraction to break
up whatever other games you have been playing. The game overall is slated in the players favor and is very basic. You're unable
to quick weapon swap, unable to use the whole range of spells quickly, not dancing around the grid map, and many puzzles are
straight forward. The monsters are similarly scaled down to reflect these lack of options and tactics, so only when a boss
monster requires a gimmick to defeat will you really face much chance of actually death.

Overall I liked it, just don't be expecting too much going in, a few brain teasers and a fun day or two and you'll polish it off. But
if you're a fan of this style of game it's worth a few bucks and nice if you've got a day off.. What an amazing game! It really
captures the gamer's attention with beautiful art and scenery while engaging them in a whole new experience from any other
while they use their environment and skills to their advantage to be victorious! I would highly recommend checking out!.
Another typing game that is QWERTY only, useless if you have an AZERTY. And it doesn't shut down correctly.. Early Access
Review.....

This game feels very early and needs aton of work to get good but I am still gonna give it the thumbs up. It cost almost nothing
and it's fun enough to play for a few hours so if it looks even remotely interesting I would say give it a go.
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Being an early build I am mostly grading this on potential and the fun factor of the core mechanic which I found to be
enjoyable. The core mechanic would be a merging of a tactical rougelike and a dungeon building puzzle game. If you've played
Guild of Dungeonering it's the same gimmick done a little differently (and hopefully it will be a better end product). What's
here is good...but unpolished and extremely content light....(so not really following the rules of EA as I understand them....but
then again who does?) there is potential for alot more and I hope this solid foundation will be expanded on. Would love to see
this turn into the next Desktop Dungeons.

FULL WARNING

Forgivable b/c EA but in the current state there are some negatives.....

Unbalanced
Very Basic Combat
. https://youtu.be/PShX2lf-QqE

A missing boy is in real trouble when Detective Shtriga is the only one search for him. Stumble around a deserted but still
powered summer camp searching for clues and g-g-g-ghosts!

The majority of the puzzles are busy work that do not require critical thinking, while the hidden object events repeat the same
objects frequently, coating the entire experience in a lay of uninspired malaise.
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